
PROMETH EUS

1. Who was Prometheus favourite creature on earth?
2. How did Prometheus and his brother create man?
3. What argument arose between Zeus and man over the sacrificial bull’?
4. Explain how, as a result of the argument. Prometheus tricked Zeus.
5. What was the world like before Prometheus stole fire from the gods and gave

it to man?
6. Besides fire, what other gifts did Prometheus give mankind’?
7. Describe how Zeus treated humans and his arguments for not letting humans

have fire.
8. Explain how Prometheus was punished for giving fire to man.
9. The myth of Prometheus tells a story of defiance of authority. Who do you

think was right in their point of view concerning humans and tire, Prometheus
or Zeus? Looking at how humankind has developed to modern times, do you
think the arguments of Zeus were valid?

10. Name the wife of Epimetheus and identify her two most dangerous qualities.
11. Explain how evil came into the world.
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